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ABSTRACT

Given that the amount of speaker speci�c training data

is always limited, for a given amount of data a speaker

model has an optimum number of components. Here, this

is investigated with regard to Gaussian mixture models

(GMM) with and without world model adaption. Test re-

sults show that maximising the number of components in

a speaker model can improve speaker recognition results.

Comparisons with vector quantisation (VQ) indicate that

sensible use of out-of-class data is essential for optimising

a recognition system.

1. INTRODUCTION

In automatic speaker recognition, the amount of speaker

speci�c training data available for a model is always lim-

ited. From a speaker's initial introduction to a system, a �-

nite amount of recorded data is available for that speaker's

model. The amount can grow with usage, but it remains

limited. For a �xed amount of training data a speaker

model has an optimum size (number of components). The

amount and type of available data is the constraining factor

in determining the optimum model size. Here this theme

is investigated for Gaussian mixture models (GMM).

In [1] Dersch and King make the statement that "the best

model for a data set is the data set", meaning that a set

of training data is best left untouched. It follows that the

corresponding best classi�er is a simple nearest neighbour

(NN) such as that proposed by Higgins et. al. [2] who point

out that in the limits NN is the best approach. Dersch and

King would seem to be extending this to all cases, not just

when the data approaches in�nity. This is an interesting

hypothesis and one which might well be contended. An

obvious caveat would centre on the use of out-of-class data,

considered here in the context of GMM.

In a GMM each component consists of a mean, a covari-

ance matrix and a weight. A simpli�ed form, popular in

practical speaker recognition, has each component consist-

ing of a mean, the diagonal of the covariance matrix and a

weight. A speci�c degeneration of this form to a minimal

state leads to each component consisting of the mean, unity

variance and a uniform weight, and generally called vector

quantisation (VQ) [3]. A GMM with a full covariance ma-

trix is the most complex of the aforementioned models and

VQ may be regarded as the least complex. Both GMM

and VQ models require a measure of data reduction to cal-

culate the components, i.e. from the no quantisation (NQ)

extreme proposed in [1] where the model is the data, to a

model of N components.

For a set amount of data, the optimum number of model

components is inversely linked to the complexity of the

components, i.e. a full covariance GMM is optimised with

a smaller number of components than a diagonal GMM,

and similarly a diagonal GMM is optimised with less com-

ponents than VQ. It is true that, given enough data to reli-

ably estimate the model parameters, a full covariance GMM

component is a more complete statistical representation of

the data than a diagonal GMM component of the same

data. O�-diagonal components only tend towards zero:

in practice correlation exists. Likewise, a diagonal GMM

component is a better representation than a straight VQ

component. Here a typical frame rate is assumed.

In this paper it is hypothesised that maximising the num-

ber of components in a model is important for speaker

recognition, and in the limits, the number of components

can equal the original data. The bene�t of using a larger

model (more components) overrides the bene�t of using

more complex components. This hypothesis is in agree-

ment with the above statement by Dersch and King [1]

since the model with the largest possible number of com-

ponents is the data itself, i.e. NQ.

One implication of the above hypothesis is that, for a set

amount of training data, an optimised VQ (means only)

should o�er better speaker discrimination than an opti-

mised GMM (means and variances) given the same quan-

tity of data. Comparisons between VQ and GMM have

of course been reported. In an early work, Reynolds [4]

compares VQ with two forms of GMM. The VQ and GMM
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models created for the experiments have approximately the

same number of parameters (where a parameter is a single

element in a vector) and the speaker identi�cation results

are also approximately the same. It is suggested here that

VQ is optimal when a larger number of parameters are

used compared with GMM. Similarly, in [5] GMM and VQ

models of the same size (same number of components) are

compared and the GMM is found to be marginally bet-

ter. Again, it is suggested here that a GMM model with

N components may be optimal for a set amount of data,

but a VQ model of the same data will be optimal with a

larger number of components. This is a conclusion that

is supported in [6] where the statement is made that the

performance of VQ and GMM depends on the model size,

and also in [7] where it is shown that VQ can outperform

hidden Markov models if the number of VQ parameters is

permitted to be optimised.

1.1. Hypothesis

The hypothesis here is that to improve the performance

of a GMM, it is necessary for it to be able to approach or

match the larger number of components that can be gener-

ated for VQ. This hypothesis is based on the use of a �xed

amount of in-class data. This is where a so-called world

model can be used. Clearly the number of components in

a model cannot increase inde�nitely since stauration will

be reached, however, here we consider practical conditions.

A world model [8, 9] is created from the world of speakers.

It is a representation of the global speech space and can

contain information that is applicable for a speaker spe-

ci�c model, given that the mismatch between the speaker

training data and the world data is not too great.

The world model makes it possible to maximise the use of

speaker speci�c data by training a model with an equiva-

lent number of components to that of VQ, and even in the

limits NQ. The extra information, in the form of variances

and weights is taken from the world of speakers, into the

speaker speci�c model.

Although speaker speci�c data is always limited, data for

the world model is potentially unlimited, which makes it a

valuable source of speech space statistics.

2. GMM, VQ and WORLD MODEL

The above hypothesis examined in this paper is illustrated

for a given set amount of data in Figure 1. The illustration

has �ve pro�les labelled GMM , GMM1, GMM2, V Q1

and V Q2. All the pro�les are hypothetical. The GMM

pro�le is a hypothetical error pro�le for GMM's with ever

increasing model sizes (number of components) without the

aid of a world model. The GMM1 and GMM2 pro�les are
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Figure 1: Hypothetical GMM performance for a set

amount of training data and increasing model sizes, with

and without world model re-estimation of parameters. The

graph shows �ve hypothetical curves: GMM which does

not use a world model, GMM1 and GMM2 which do and

indicate two possible trajectories, V Q1 and V Q2 which do

not use world data and also indicate two possible VQ tra-

jectories.

hypothetical variations on world adapted GMM error rates.

The V Q1 and V Q2 pro�les are error trajectories for VQ

which uses means-only and no world model. V Q1 and V Q2

di�er in that they illustrate two hypothethical VQ pro�les

relative to GMM1=2. Two pro�les for each are given to

illustrate the uncertainty of the individual merit of the two

models. Because the pro�les are for a set amount of data,

an increase in model size (number of components) results in

a thinner distribution of the training data. The pro�les are

for a given mismatch between the test and training data,

if there is no mismatch then NN with NQ is obviously the

best.

Illustrated are the following predictions for increasing

model sizes through sections A, B and C of the �gure:

� Given enough speaker data, it is unnecessary and

maybe detrimental for a GMM to use the world

model; this is section A of the graph where the GMM

pro�le has less error than GMM1/GMM2 which all

outperform V Q1/V Q2. In this section, because the

model size is small, enough speaker speci�c data is

available to calculate accurate speaker speci�c vari-

ances and weights for the GMM, and this is the best.

� As the model sizes increase the error rates drop be-

cause more speech events are described. However,

the training data is distributed over more compo-

nents. Section B depicts the case where the training

data is distributed thinly over the components which

leads to inaccurate GMM statistics, particularly vari-

ances. Here, the world model may correct them by

re-estimation, illustrated by GMM1 and GMM2 hav-

ing lower error rates than GMM and, whereas the

GMM1 and GMM2 error continues to fall with in-

creasing model sizes, the GMM pro�le bottoms out,

and error rates begin to increase.

� Also in section B of the �gure, V Q1 and V Q2 error



rates continue to drop because the means only compo-

nents require less training data than the more complex

GMM components. However, the error is still greater

than that of GMM1 and GMM2.

� If very little data is available and the GMM compo-

nents become increasingly inaccurate, then they can

be replaced by world model equivalents, instead of be-

ing re-estimated, this is shown in section C. Not all

the GMM component statistics are unusable, means

work well in speaker recognition even when calculated

from small amounts of data, these means can be re-

tained and only the variances and weights taken from

the world. Here, GMM1 and GMM2 diverge to illus-

trate two possibilities: replacing statistics with world

equivalents may be sub-optimal and lead to higher

errors than section B, shown by the GMM1 pro�le,

or the world equivalents together with the speaker's

means give good performance as shown by GMM2.

� Also in section C, both GMM1 and GMM2 outper-

form GMM which rapidly deteriorates as the vari-

ances and weights become unreliable.

� And �nally in section C: the V Q1 and V Q2 pro�les

diverge to illustrate two possibilities: they will both

improve until just before the model is the data, i.e.

NQ, after which (contrary to [1]) a minor increase in

error is observed (as in experiments reported here).

The question remains whether VQ will be superior to

GMM with world adaption at this limit. V Q1 has a

higher error than GMM2 and V Q2 a lower error to

show the two possible trajectories. There are many

factors likely to inuence the outcome of this question,

the most obvious perhaps is the quality of the world

model.

In other words how much improvement the world's statis-

tics give to the means will determine the outcome.

Using the statistics from the world model obviously can

be bene�cial, and it has been found that replacing the

speaker's variances and weights with those from the world

model, rather than performing an adaption can improve

performance. To quote from the preliminary results of the

1999 NIST trials: Based on development experiments, we

only adapted the means of the target models leaving the

weights and variances the same as in the UBM (Univer-

sal Background Model). Surprisingly, it was found that the

adaptation of the weights were causing the most increase

in errors. The adaptation of the variances cause some in-

crease in errors so that too was turned o�. Similarly in [10]

only the means are adapted. This supports the GMM2 hy-

pothesis of Figure 1.

3. Experimental Setup

The experiments presented here are designed to verify the

above hypothesis. A GMM is tested on model sizes 1 to

1024 without the aid of a world model, GMM1=2 is tested

using world model sizes 1 to 1024, VQ is tested with model

sizes 1 to 1024 and �nally a score is given for NQ.

A world model is implemented similarly to that described

in [10]. The speaker training data is clustered onto the

world model, the cluster means are adapted by the world

model means, these are taken along with the world model

variances and weights for the speaker model. Hence, the

speaker characteristics are mirrored in the mean compo-

nents only. If the world model is large enough, each cluster

could contain only one training vector, i.e. by using ever

larger world models the speaker model approaches an NQ

with additional information from the world.

The data used is a subset of the BT Millar database.

The BT Millar database is a 63 speaker multi-session digit

database. For each of the 12 digits there are 25 versions.

The experiments use 20 speakers and 10 digits with 10 ver-

sions for training and 15 versions for testing. The world

model is created from all the versions of a second set of 20

speakers. The feature vectors are 28'th order, 14 cepstra

and 14 regression.

4. Experimental Results
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Figure 2: VQ, GMM without a world model and GMM

with a world model are compared using model sizes 1 to

1025. The NQ score is appended to the VQ curve.

Figure 2 shows the identi�cation error rates for GMM with-

out a world model, GMM with a world model and VQ

which does not use out-of-class information. A closeup of

the �gure is given in Figure 3. The actual identi�cation

scores can be read in Table 1. Comparing this �gure to

Figure 1 it is seen that the error pro�les support the hy-

pothetical pro�les labeled GMM , GMM2 and V Q2. It is

suggested in Figure 2 that GMM without the aid of a world

model is superior to both VQ and GMM with world infor-



1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 NQ

GMM 54.76 51.08 32.95 20.41 10.19 4.41 3.08 2.44 2.83 6.29 14.44

GMM world 62.83 48.89 35.49 25.43 12.60 8.10 4.00 2.54 2.19 2.06 2.12

VQ 62.00 57.67 42.53 30.27 17.17 8.80 4.43 3.07 2.30 2.03 1.90 3.67

Table 1: GMM, GMM plus world and VQ identi�cation results for model sizes 1 to 1024 and NQ.
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Figure 3: Closeup of Figure 2.

mation when suÆcient speaker speci�c data is present, in

our experiments until model size 128. Knowledge of the

world allows GMM to continue improving beyond model

size 128 reaching an optimum at 512. However, VQ con-

tinues to improve to model size 1024. No quantisation

(NQ) is plotted at the end of the VQ pro�le and is seen

to produce an upturn in the error. The GMM2 pro�le

will continue along the same trend as VQ if enough out-

of-class data is available to continually increase the size of

the world model.

Here, GMM is not signi�cantly better than VQ, but by

increasing the amount out-of-class data the world model

can continue to grow and GMM results can be improved

without e�ecting the same �nal upturn seen on the VQ

pro�le. The belief is that speaker recognition is bene�ted

from gleaning extra information from the possibly vast

amount of out-of-class data, while keeping the speaker spe-

ci�c model as large as possible. In this sense the statement

that "the best model for a data set is the data set" [1] can

be quali�ed by adding "with additional information taken

from the world."

5. Conclusions

It is concluded that maximising the use of speaker data,

together with the sensible use of world statistics, is impor-

tant to improve speaker recognition. Maximising the use of

speaker data translates into maximising the size (number

of components) of the model. In the limits, the number

of components can equal the amount of training data, and

to this can be added information taken from the world of

speakers. It might well be argued that GMM will always

be the better speaker model if the best method to include

information from the world is known. This will depend

on the the amount of data available and the mismatch

between the speaker data and the world model. Further

work could concentrate on optimising the implementation

of world data.
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